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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF LIQUID
VISCOSITY ON SLUG FLOW IN SMALL DIAMETER
BUBBLE COLUMN
Olumayowa Timothy KAJERO, Barry John AZZOPARDI, Lokman ABDULKAREEM

Abstract
The effect of liquid viscosity on slug flow in a 50 mm diameter bubble column was
investigated experimentally using air-silicone oil as operating fluid with silicone oil
of viscosities 5, 100, 1000 and 5000 mPa.s. Data was collected using Electrical
Capacitance Tomography (ECT), a non-intrusive advanced instrumentation
measuring technique and the high Speed Video Camera, through which the slug
parameters such as length of Taylor bubbles and liquid slug, void fraction in
Taylor bubbles and liquid slug, slug frequency, film thickness and pressure
gradient in the slug, were measured and analyzed. The analysis was done using
the void fraction time series, probability density function and power spectral
density plots. Superficial gas velocities of 0.02Ugs0.361 m/s were used in the
experiment. It was also observed that as viscosity increases, slug frequency,
structure velocity, length of liquid slug, void fraction in liquid slug and void
fraction in Taylor bubbles decreases; while the length of Taylor bubble, film
thickness and pressure gradient in the slug increases.
Keywords: ECT, Slug, Void fraction, Taylor bubble, Pressure gradient

INTRODUCTION
Slug flow is encountered in the heat and mass transfer between gas and liquid in
chemical reactors, most especially when it involves highly viscous liquid in either small or
large diameter bubble columns. The use of highly viscous liquid in small diameter bubble
columns results in slug flow which involves the appearance of typically bullet-shaped
large pockets of gas called Taylor bubbles which occupy a large part of the cross-section
of the column. The knowledge of the effect of physical properties of liquid is a key factor
in the study of the behaviour of gas-liquid flow. The property of concern here is liquid
viscosity. Variation in viscosity influences the slug flow characteristics. Several
investigators have carried out different studies on slug, however few studies were found
on the effect of liquid viscosity on slug flow.
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The use of small diameter columns constitutes the wall effect which occurs as a result of
the impact of the wall of the column on the liquid [18]. The small diameter creates a
constraint on the liquid causing it to take the shape of a bullet which is called Taylor
bubbles. It has also been found that the void fraction in small diameter column was
slightly higher than that in large diameter columns due to the wall effect [8], [30].
Wall effect hinders the bubble rise velocity when the ratio of bubble diameter to column
diameter is greater than 0.125 which eventually leads to increase in void fraction [8],
[28]. Hence, smaller wall effects are observed in larger diameter columns [16], [19],
[20].

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
[6] and [29] investigated the effect of liquid viscosity on slug characteristics in near
horizontal pipes. [24] experimentally studied the effect of liquid viscosity on liquid holdup
in the slug unit, film region and slug zone in the aerated slug flow region using three fluid
systems: air-light oil (μ =17 mPa.s), air-heavy oil (μ =17 mPa.s) and air-water systems.
They observed that as viscosity increases, there was a significant increase of liquid
holdup in the slug unit and film region, with less significant increase of liquid holdup in
the slug zone. The film liquid holdup was said to be directly proportional to the liquid
viscosity due to an increase in the interfacial and wall shear forces on the liquid film. [2]
from the empirical correlation developed for slug liquid holdup as a function of liquid
viscosity explained that the slug liquid holdup is directly proportional to the liquid
viscosity [27] and [15] reported an increase in slug frequency with increasing liquid
viscosity for which they developed an empirical slug flow correlation.
[1] studied the characteristics of slug flow in a vertical riser using the ECT. They used
air-silicone oil as the model fluids over a range of gas and liquid superficial velocities of
(0.344 - 0.745 m/s) and (0.047 - 0.38 m/s), respectively. The viscosity of silicone oil
they used is 5 mPa.s, they found that the lengths of the liquid slug and Taylor bubbles
increased with an increase in gas superficial velocity. They also observed that the void
fraction in the liquid slug and Taylor bubbles also increased with an increase in gas
superficial velocity. They concluded that the slug frequency increased with an increase in
liquid superficial velocity and that the gas superficial velocity had a negligible effect on it.
Slug flow structure in bubble column
Slug flow can be described by a succession of identical unit cells each consisting of:
Taylor bubble: a cylindrical bubble, which are large pockets of gases bullet shaped in
pattern. It has a front or nose which is spherical. The shape of the Taylor bubble
according to [10] is dependent on whether or not viscous force is negligible. When
negligible, this is referred to as the inertia controlled regime in which the bubble has a
flat back, indicating flow separation occurs. In the film, gravity forces the liquid film to
fall and it impinges the liquid slug causing flow separation at the bubble tail. The type of
shape obtained in this case is called Prolate spheroid. It is obtained when the inverse
dimensionless viscosity, Nf is greater than 300. When viscous effects are significant, the
bubble tail or back is shaped like an oblate spheroid in which both the front and back of
the Taylor bubble are curved. The viscous regime occurs when the inverse dimensionless
1/3
viscosity, Nf is less than 2 [36] in which the pipe diameter is less than 1.6 (Ɋଶ ɏିଶ  ିଵ )
applicable to highly viscous liquids.
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Figure 1: Prolate and Oblate Spheroid Taylor bubbles
(taken using the high speed video camera)
Falling Liquid Film: These are thin film of liquid surrounding the Taylor bubble. The
liquid film usually flows into subsequent liquid slug causing bubble entrainment in the
liquid slug and also flow separation at the bubble tail [17]. The flow of the liquid into the
liquid slug is due to the force of gravity.
Liquid Slug: These are dispersion of small bubbles below the Taylor bubble. The liquid
slug has been described to be quite complex. Three distinct regions have been identified
by [23]. They considered a pipe 26mm in diameter, using air/water at 2 bar and
superficial gas velocities of 0.2 – 5m/s and superficial liquid velocity of 0.1 – 3m/s. [31]
identified the region close to the Taylor bubble’s tail as the liquid swelling zone or the
swelling region front zone. It is the region where gas is being entrained from and
returned to the Taylor bubble and is of 0.15 – 5 pipe diameter. Directly below this region,
is the wake zone of about 1 – 10 pipe diameter long [17]. It is a cluster of bubbles which
is said to contain the vortex according to [35]. There is a linear increase in the length of
the liquid swelling and wake zone with increase in superficial gas velocity but with less
effect with superficial liquid velocity. Next to the wake zone, is the low void fraction zone
which extends down to the next Taylor bubble and is about 1 – 19 pipe diameter long. [4]
combined the liquid swelling zone with the Taylor bubble, considering majorly the wake
and low void fraction zones [3].
The slug flow structure is as shown in figure 2.
Where:
LTB = Length of Taylor bubble, m
LLS = Length of Liquid Slug, m
LSU = Length of Slug unit, m
HTB = Void fraction of the Taylor bubble
HLS = Void fraction of the liquid slug
UTB = Velocity of Taylor bubble, m/s
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of Slug flow structure

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS
The bubble column experimental set-up consists of a 50 mm internal diameter and 1.6 m
long Perspex column in a vertical orientation. At the bottom of the column is a single
nozzle gas distributor through which gas is introduced into the column. Two valves, V1
and V2 are used to control the flow of gas into the column and for the draining out of the
liquid from the column respectively. The gas nozzle is connected to a flow meter of model
Solartron Mobrey K5011927/2/JC/300 which measures the gas flow rate. A pressure
gauge connected to the flow meter reads the pressure of the gas. A Phantom High Speed
Video Camera was used to obtain the video of the gas-liquid flow in the column. A frame
rate of 1000 pictures per second (pps) and exposure time of 100μs was used. The
geometry specified gives the image width by image height as 512 by 512 pixel.
Fitted midway to the column is the twin Planes Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT)
sensor with an interplanar spacing of 30mm as shown in Figure 3. The 8-electrodes
system consists of measurement and driven guard electrodes of dimensions 2u8u29 mm
which is connected to the Electrical Capacitance Tomography processor box, TFLR 500020 manufactured by Tomoflow Electronics. This sensor electronics gives 28
measurements which are relayed to the computer where image reconstruction occurs,
and the data are acquired and processed to obtain the liquid holdup (which is the fraction
of liquid in the gas-liquid mixture). The void fraction otherwise known as gas holdup is
hence obtained from this.
The ECT is located about 0.7m above the nozzle, while the liquid level is located about
0.095m above the ECT sensor. On supplying the gas, the gas flows into the bubble
column through the single nozzle gas distributor with an orifice diameter of 6.8mm. A
range of silicone oil with viscosities 5, 100, 1000 and 5000 mPa.s were used.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the 50mm diameter bubble column
Experimental facility

With the use of the ECT sensor, it becomes possible to investigate slug flow in the
column. The void fraction data from the ECT were obtained and analyzed to obtain the
time series, probability density function (PDF) and power spectral density (PSD) through
which the slug parameters such as length of Taylor bubbles and liquid slug, void fraction
in Taylor bubbles and liquid slug, slug frequency, film thickness and pressure gradient in
the slug were measured and analyzed. The ECT sensor used is shown in figure 4.
50 mm
diameter
Column

Plane 1

Plane 2

External
shield

Figure 4: The twin-plane ECT sensor used
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Effect of viscosity on slug length
The effect of viscosity on the length of Taylor bubble and Liquid slug has been
investigated using the equations presented by [1].
Length of slug unit, ܮௌ is given as;

ୗ ൌ 

ొ

(1)



Length of liquid slug, ܮௌ is given as:

ୗ ൌ 
ൌ

Where



(2)

ୡାଵ

ా
ా

ൌ

୲ా

(3)

୲౩

Length of Taylor bubble is given as;

 ൌ  ୗ - ୗ

(4)

Details of the derivations can be found in [1].
Length of Taylor bubble, ܂ۺ۰
The variation of length of Taylor bubble with superficial gas velocity is shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Variation in Length of Taylor bubble with superficial gas velocity
at different viscosities
It is seen that as viscosity increases, the length of Taylor bubbles increases. This is due
to the viscous effect which leads to bubble coalescence in high viscous liquids in the form
of Taylor bubbles as superficial gas velocity increases. The lengths of Taylor bubbles for
both 5 and 100 mPa.s were relatively the same. This is evident from their void fraction
results which were relatively close which implies the fraction of gas in the gas-liquid
mixture were quite the same. As superficial gas velocity increases in these two liquid
01037-p.6
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viscosities, small bubbles merge together causing an increase in bubble size as they rise
due to a decrease in hydrodynamic static pressure with decreasing depth. Bubbles with
different sizes where observed as seen in the high speed camera which leads to different
rise velocities, which eventually leads to greater bubble collision than uniformly sized
bubble. The growth of the bubbles by collision continues until some large bubbles begin
to take the shape of a cap called spherical cap bubbles as seen in 5 and 100 mPa.s from
a superficial gas velocity of 0.02 to 0.138 m/s. With further increase in superficial gas
velocity from 0.155 to 0.361 m/s, there is the formation of deformed Taylor bubbles
which also seem to cover a significant part of the column. This can be referred to as
developing slug flow. It becomes developed with further increase in superficial gas
velocity.
At a superficial gas velocity of about 0.02 m/s, the length of Taylor bubble of 1000 mPa.s
assumes the same length with that of both 5 and 100 mPa.s, which now begins to
increase drastically as superficial gas velocity increases. In essence, the initial Taylor
bubble at low superficial gas velocity is that of a cap bubble which grows through collision
between bubbles leading to coalescence. Also the small bubbles in the wake of the cap
bubble travel faster until they are joined to the cap. The bubbles keep growing until they
occupy a large part of the column cross-section thereby forming slugs. As viscosity
increases from 1000 to 5000 mPa.s, the bubble size becomes larger due to coalescence
leading to longer length of Taylor bubble. This implies that coalescence in viscous liquids
is directly proportional to liquid viscosity.

 ǡ ɊȽǡ 

(5)

As liquid viscosity increases, bubble size increases with increase in bubble coalescence
due to an increase in drag force. The trend obtained confirms the observation of [1]
which is the increase in Taylor bubble with increase in superficial gas velocity. The initial
and final length for all viscosities considered is shown in table 1 below:
Table 1: Initial and final length of Taylor bubble

Viscosity,
μ(mPa.s)
5
100
1000
5000

Initiallengthof
Taylorbubbleat
0.02m/s,(m)
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.11

Finallengthof
Taylorbubbleat
0.361m/s,(m)
0.078
0.08
0.32
0.69

The length of the sensor cross-section is 0.232 m while the width is 0.058 m. Above a
superficial gas velocity of 0.078 m/s and 0.24 m/s for 1000 and 5000 mPa.s respectively,
the length of Taylor bubble exceeds that of the sensor length.
Another reason which may be responsible for the increase in length of Taylor bubble as
viscosity increases is the wall effect. As viscosity increases, the impact by the walls of the
column on the liquid increases which constrains it to assume the shape of a Taylor bubble.
The shapes and sizes of the bubbles for the viscosities considered as seen from the high
speed camera are shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6: Variation of bubble size with increase in viscosity
as superficial gas velocity increases

Length of Liquid Slugs, ࡸࡿ
As the liquid viscosity increases, the length of the liquid slug decreases and gradually
approaches zero at high viscosity. This is because in high viscous liquid, as gas superficial
velocity increases, there is more of Taylor bubbles than liquid slug due to the fact that
the viscous-controlling regime is dominating, which eventually leads to coalescence. The
bigger bubbles entrained in the liquid slug merge with succeeding Taylor bubbles thereby
provoking an increase in the length of the Taylor bubble and a decrease in the length of
liquid slugs. For the 5 and 100 mPa.s liquid viscosities, values of the length of the liquid
slugs are relatively close and it increases as gas superficial velocity increases from 0.02
to about 0.2 m/s and then starts to decrease slightly from a gas superficial velocity of 0.2
to 0.361 m/s. The decrease could be attributed to transition from spherical cap bubble to
developing slug flow which appears as deformed Taylor bubbles as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 7: Variation in Length of liquid slug with superficial gas velocity
at different viscosities
The initial, transition and final length of liquid slugs for all viscosities considered are
shown in table 2.
Table 2: Initial, transition and final length of liquid slugs

Viscosity,
μ
(mPa.s)
5
100
1000
5000

Initiallengthof
LiquidSlugsat
0.02m/s,(m)
0.2
0.17
0.14
0.06

Transitionlength
ofliquidslugsat
0.2m/s
0.26
0.27
_
_

Finallengthof
Taylorbubbleat
0.361m/s,(m)
0.25
0.28
0.03
0.01

At a transition from spherical cap bubble to developing slug flow for liquid viscosities of 5
and 100 mPa.s, the length of liquid slugs are quite close. The final length of the liquid
slug for a viscosity of 100 mPa.s is found to be slightly higher than that of 5 mPa.s. This
could be due to the sensitivity of ECT instrument used to temperature changes. Changes
in operating temperature can lead to measurement drift, which is one of the limitations
of ECT [1].
The summary of the range of length of Taylor bubble and liquid slug for all viscosities
considered for superficial gas velocities in the range 0.02 to 0.361 m/s is given in table 3,
where D is the diameter of the column.
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Table 3: Range of length of Taylor bubble and liquid slug

Viscosity,
μ(mPa.s)
5
100
1000
5000

LengthofTaylor
bubble(m)
0.25D1.6D
0.32D1.8D
0.35D6.5D
2.3D13.5D

LengthofLiquid
slug(m)
3.7D5.5D
3.4D5.7D
0.55D2.6D
0.09D1D

It can be seen obviously from table 3 that length of Taylor bubble increases while length
of liquid slug decreases with increase in viscosity. [22], [12], [11] and [13] specified the
mean length of liquid slugs in vertical flow to be approximately in the range of 8-2D [10].
[22] gave stable liquid slug length of 6D-8D; [32], 30D-48D; [34], approximately 16D
and [11], approximately 21.7D. This is dependent on the viscosity and range of gas
superficial velocity used. The short length of liquid slugs observed in this work could be
due to the use of higher liquid viscosities and low range of gas superficial velocities.
Effect of viscosity on void distribution in the slugs
The effect of viscosity on void fraction in Taylor bubble and liquid slugs has been studied.
Void fraction in Taylor bubbles and liquid slugs were obtained through the application of
statistical analysis on time-averaged void fraction data obtained from ECT using the
Probability density function (PDF). The PDF is used to identify flow pattern and can be
used to deduce the void fraction distribution in the slugs. If we define a function P(x)dx
in which the data x(t) lies on the value between x and x+x, we have:
P(x)dx = P(x < x(t)  x+x)

(6)

The total area enclosed by this function is 1.
ஶ

P(-<x) = ିஶ ሺሻ ͳ ؠ

(7)

[5] gave the criteria for identification of flow pattern. For spherical cap bubble, the PDF
trace of void fraction shows a single peak with a broadening tail extending to higher void
fractions; while for slug flow, there exists two peaks with the high void fraction peak for
Taylor bubble and the low void fraction peak for liquid slug. An example is the PDF of
void fraction trace for 1000 mPa.s at a superficial gas superficial velocity of 0.069 m/s as
shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: PDF trace of 1000 mPa.s at a superficial gas velocity of 0.069 m/s.
The void fraction in Taylor bubble and liquid slugs are indicated.
Void fraction in liquid slugs
As gas superficial velocity increases, void fraction in liquid slugs increases and is more
pronounced in 5 and 100 mPa.s viscosities. This confirms the work of [1] for 67 mm pipe
and [26] for 38 mm pipe. As viscosity increases, void fraction in the liquid slug decreases
and gradually approaches zero. This is due to the merging of the entrained big bubbles in
the liquid slug with the succeeding Taylor bubbles leading to an increase in the length of
Taylor bubbles and a decrease in the length and void fraction in the liquid slug. This also
accounts for the trend obtained in the plot of length of liquid slug against gas superficial
velocity. It could also be due bubble entrainment from the liquid film into the liquid slug
due to the force of gravity. The plot of void fraction in liquid slugs with gas superficial
velocity is shown in Figure 9.
0,3
5mPa.s
100mPa.s
1000mPa.s
5000mPa.s

Void fraction in
liquid slug

0,25
0,2
0,15
0,1
0,05
0
0

0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
Superficial gas velocity, m/s

Figure 9: Variation of void fraction in liquid slug with superficial gas velocity
at different viscosities. The four anomalous points of 5000 mPa.s indicates
bubble entrainment in liquid slug
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The void fractions of 5000 mPa.s at some points were found to be increase. This is due to
the breakup of Taylor bubbles which could be through fragmentation of the bubble tail
which makes small gas bubbles to be entrained in the liquid slug. This confirms what was
reported by [10]. It could also be as a result of gravity which forces the liquid in the
liquid film to fall and impinge the liquid slug thereby leading to flow separation at the
bubble tail [10]. The result obtained also confirms the work of [2] and [24].
The initial and final void fraction in liquid slugs for all viscosities considered in this work is
shown in table 4.
Table 4: Initial and final void fraction in liquid slugs

Initialvoid
fractionat0.02
m/s
0.09
0.055
0.01
0.005

Viscosity,
μ(mPa.s)
5
100
1000
5000

Finalvoidfraction
at0.361m/s
0.161
0.16
0.028
0.005

Void fraction in Taylor bubbles
There is no clearly defined trend in the plot when all the viscosities are combined, but
they become more meaningful when considered independently. The void fraction in the
Taylor bubble for 5 and 100 mPa.s within superficial gas velocities of 0.02 to 0.155 m/s
fall below that of 1000 and 5000 mPa.s. This is definitely due to the initial appearance of
spherical bubbles cap bubbles in 5 and 100 mPa.s which are of low void fraction
compared with 1000 and 5000 mPa.s, followed by the formation of deformed Taylor
bubbles, which are of higher void fraction between 0.175 to 0.361 m/s, as shown in
figure 6 and 10.

Void fraction in
Taylor bubble

0,6

0,4

0,2
5mPa.s
100mPa.s
1000mPa.s
5000mPa.s
0
0

0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
Superficial gas velocity, m/s

Figure 10: Variation of void fraction in Taylor bubble with
superficial gas velocity at different viscosities.
The void fraction in Taylor bubble for 5 and 100 mPa.s gave similar trend with a
corresponding increase with increase in gas superficial velocity. This is in agreement with
the work of [1] in which 5 mPa.s viscosity was used. The void fraction tends to fall apart
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from gas superficial velocity of 0.2 to 0.361 m/s with higher values of 5 mPa.s. This is
probably due to the collapsing of the Taylor bubbles in the 100 mPa.s within the gas
superficial velocity of 0.196 to 0.361 m/s. In the 1000 and 5000 mPa.s, the void fraction
in the Taylor bubble increases and eventually stabilizes with an increase in gas superficial
velocity. It can be concluded that as the gas superficial velocity increases in viscous
liquids, a point is reached when there is no significant change in the void fraction of the
Taylor bubble. At this point, coalescence rate becomes relatively constant.
For liquid viscosities of 5 and 100 mPa.s and for gas superficial velocities of 0.02 to 0.125
m/s, the flow pattern is spherical cap bubble. This may be the reason behind the
irregular pattern observed as compared to 1000 and 5000 mPa.s. Between 0.17 and
0.361 m/s, deformed Taylor bubbles are formed. So, it becomes imperative to consider
the ideal trend from 0.17 to 0.361 m/s of 5 and 100 mPa.s and 0.02 to 0.361 m/s of
1000 and 5000 mPa.s. This reveals that the void fraction in Taylor bubble decreases with
an increase in viscosity. A close look at the plot when considered in terms of less viscous
liquid only (i.e. 5 and 100 mPa.s) and more viscous liquid only (i.e. 1000 and 5000
mPa.s), also reveals that the void fraction in Taylor bubble decreases with an increase in
viscosity. This is in contrast to the empirical correlation proposed by [2]. This can be
attributed to the fact that they used air-water and air-kerosene mixtures as their model
fluids. The viscosities (water viscosity = 0.890 mPa.s; kerosene viscosity = 1.64 mPa.s)
used were quite low compared to those considered in this work. Hence, inertia forces are
controlling rather than viscous forces.
The effect of viscosity on void fraction in Taylor bubbles can be further explained using a
dimensionless number called Capillary Number as shown in figure 11. It gives the relative
effect of viscous forces versus surface tension acting across a gas-liquid interface. It is
expressed as:

 ൌ 

ஜై ృ

(8)

ై
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Figure 11: Effect of Capillary Number on Void fraction in Taylor bubble
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Capillary number was observed to increase with increase in viscosity taking gas
superficial velocity as a parameter. This shows the domineering effect of viscous force
over surface tension force. The surface tension force helps to hold the bubbles together
due to the force of cohesion forming an agglomerate of bubbles in the form of Taylor
bubble. So, if the viscous force has a domineering effect over the surface tension force,
the void fraction in Taylor bubble will tend to decrease as viscosity increases.

Effect of viscosity on Liquid Film
Thin film of liquid exists around the Taylor bubble. The thickness of this film is a function
of the liquid viscosity which has been studied in this work.
Liquid Film Thickness
The effect of viscosity on film thickness has been evaluated using the correlation
proposed by [7] which gives a geometrical relation between film thickness,  and void
fraction in the Taylor bubble, ߝ . This is given as:
ୈ

భ
మ

Ɂ ൌ  ሺͳ െ  ɂ ሻ

(9)

ଶ

On plotting the film thickness against the superficial gas velocity, the trend obtained is
shown in figure 12.
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Figure 12: Variation of Film thickness with superficial gas velocity
at different viscosities.
Figure 12 shows no clearly defined trend from 5 to 5000 mPa.s. This is due to the
appearance of spherical cap bubbles between 0.02 and 0.175 m/s superficial gas
velocities, which has no liquid film associated with it unlike the case of Taylor bubbles.
From 0.196 to 0.361m/s, there is the formation of liquid film around the deformed Taylor
bubbles with the thicknesses falling below that of 1000 mPa.s. It can be concluded that
the liquid film thickness increases with an increase in liquid viscosity. This is probably due
to the effect of the interfacial and wall shear forces. The interfacial and wall shear forces
increases as viscosity increases, which lead to increasing shearing off of the liquid from
the gas which culminates in increasing accumulation of liquid film on the wall. In essence,
entrained liquid in the gas bubbles is deposited in the liquid film. It can be observed from
01037-p.14
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the plot that the liquid film thickness decreases with an increase in gas superficial
velocity. This is because as gas superficial velocity increases, the bubble diameter also
increases hence, an increase in the area covered by the bubble within the column crosssection. This causes a corresponding decrease in the layer of liquid film around the Taylor
bubble. The decrease of the liquid film thickness becomes quite minimal as gas
superficial velocity increases.

Effect of viscosity on Pressure Gradient in Slug
The overall pressure gradient in the slug unit is dependent on three components:
gravitational, frictional and acceleration pressure gradient. The [7] model has been
adopted to evaluate these. The pressure gradient is given as:
ୢ
ୢ

ୢ

ୢ

ୢ

ୢ 

ୢ 

ୢ ୟ

= ቀ ቁ ቀ ቁ ቀ ቁ

(10)

with a neglection of gas weight and momentum, where z is the height above the airinjection nozzle.
The analysis of [36] has been used to obtain the gravitational and frictional components
of the pressure gradient.
Gravitational pressure gradient component
This acts downwards in the column. The liquid slug and falling liquid film both contribute
to the gravitational component of the pressure gradient. Hence, the average gravitational
component is given as:
ୢ

ቀ ቁ ൌ   
ୢ 

(11)

Which is further expressed as:
ୢ

ቀ ቁ ൌ  ɏ ሾሺͳ െ Ⱦሻ   ሺͳ െ ɂ ሻሿ
ୢ 

(12)

Where the first and second terms represent the liquid slug and falling liquid film
respectively.
Frictional pressure gradient component
This is dependent on the pressure gradient due to the liquid slug and the Taylor bubble.
In the region of the Taylor bubble, when the liquid film becomes fully developed, its
weight is fully balanced by the wall friction force.
The average frictional component is hence given as:
ୢ

ୢ

ୢ

ୢ 

ୢ ୱ

ୢ 

ቀ ቁ ൌ ቀሺͳ െ Ⱦሻ ቀ ቁ ቁ  Ⱦ ቀ ቁ

(13)

Where, the friction term of the liquid slug is given as:
ୢ

ቀ ቁ ൌ  െ

ౠ ై ౣ

ୢ ୱ

ଶୈ

୫ ൌ  ୗୋ   ୗ
ɉ୨ is the friction factor which is obtained from the Blasius’ formula.
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ɉ୨ ൌ ͲǤ͵ͳିǤଶହ

(16)

This Reynolds number is dependent on the superficial gas velocity, ୗୋ .

 ൌ 

ైృ ీ

(17)

ஜై

The friction term of the Taylor bubble is given as:
ୢ

ቀ ቁ

ୢ 

ൌ  ɏ ሺͳ െ ɂ ሻ

(18)

[7] reveals that the model used does not account for the transition between the rising
liquid slug and the falling liquid film (the liquid around the Taylor bubble nose).
Acceleration Pressure Gradient component
This is the pressure gradient required to reverse the direction and accelerate the liquid
film falling around the Taylor bubble to the velocity of liquid in the liquid slug [33]. The
contribution of this component to the overall pressure gradient is quite small. This is
given as:
ୢ

ୢ

ୢ 

ୢ

ቀ ቁ ൎ  ɏ
The void fraction is given as:

ɂ ൌ

ଶ
ሾଶ ሺͳ െ ɂሻሿ ൌ  ɏ ୗ

ౝ౩
ృ

ൌ

ୢ

ୢ

ሺ

ଵ

)

ଵିக

ౝ౩

(19)

(20)

େ ౣ ା

Assuming the gas behaves as ideal gas,

ɏୋ = ɏୋ୰



(21)

౨

Where ߩீ is the gas density at a reference pressure, ୰ .
Merging equation (21) and (20) with (19) to evaluate the overall pressure gradient gives:
ୢ
ୢ

ୢ

ୢ

ୢ 

ୢ 

ൌ D ቀ ቁ   ቀ ቁ ൨

(22)

Where D is the acceleration correction factor given as:
ଶ
D ൌ  ቂͳ െ  ɏ ୗ

ృ ሺେ ై ା ሻ
ሾሺେ ିଵሻృ ାେ ై ା

ିଵ

ቃ
ሻሿమ

(23)

In this work, the liquid is stagnant, hence ୗ = 0, which gives D = 1. So, the acceleration
pressure gradient becomes zero.
The plot of Overall pressure gradient against the superficial gas velocity is shown in
figure 13.
It can be seen from this plot that overall pressure gradient increases as viscosity
increases with an increase of gas superficial velocity as a parameter. The overall pressure
gradient associated with the silicone oil of viscosities of 5 and 100 mPa.s are quite close.
This is quite evident from the close void fraction data.
Pressure gradient can be said to be the change in resultant forces acting in the column
per unit change in cross-sectional area in the slug. These forces are frictional,
01037-p.16
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gravitational and acceleration forces, with the acceleration forces being negligible due to
the stagnant liquid in the column. For each viscosity considered, as superficial gas
velocity increases, overall pressure gradient in the slug increases. As viscosity increases,
the slug cross-sectional area increases with an increase in the frictional and gravitational
forces impacting on the slug. This increase in frictional and gravitational forces impacting
on the slug results into an increase in frictional and gravitational pressure gradient;
hence, an increase in the overall pressure gradient. The increase in the slug crosssectional area is due to the increase in the diameter of slug as viscosity increases. This
increase in slug diameter is as a result of coalescence.
The pressure gradient is observed to be negative because the friction term is the
opposite of the gravity term. Hence, the frictional pressure gradient is positive whilst that
of gravitational is negative which eventually leads to negative pressure gradient. As
viscosity increases from 1000 to 5000 mPa.s, overall pressure gradient in the slug tends
to zero.
Ͳ
Ͳǡͳ
Ͳǡʹ
Ͳǡ͵
ͲǡͶ
0

OverallPressuregradient
intheslug,(kPa/m)

1
2
3
4

5mPa.s
100mPa.s
100mPa.s
5000mPa.s

5
6
7
8
9
10

Superficialgasvelocity,(m/s)
Figure 13: Pressure gradient for different viscosities

Effect of viscosity on structure Velocity
This is the rise velocity of the Taylor bubble which is expressed as a linear relationship
with the mixture velocity according to [25] using air-water system. This is given as:

ୋ ൌ  ୭ ୫   ୭

(24)

The structure velocity is obtained by the cross correlation between two planes - plane 1
and plane 2 using the time-averaged void fraction data obtained from ECT.
The plot of structure velocity against superficial gas velocity for various viscosities is
shown in figure 14.
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Figure 14: Variation of Structure velocity with superficial gas velocity
at various viscosities
From the plot, structure velocity increases with increase in superficial gas velocity. This is
in agreement with [1]. It can also be observed that the structure velocity decreases with
increase in viscosity. This can be attributed to viscous effect which can be explained
based on the dimensionless fluid property numbers: Morton number, Eotovos number,
dimensionless inverse viscosity and the Reynolds number. According to [21], the
dimensionless inverse viscosity is directly proportional to the fourth root of the Eotovos
number raised to a power of three and inversely proportional to the fourth root of the
Morton number. Morton number, Mo is used alongside with Eotovos number, Eo to
characterize the shape of bubbles or drops moving in a surrounding fluid or continuous
phase.
Morton number is given as:

୭ ൌ 
Eotovos number is given as:

୭ ൌ 

ஜరై

(25)

ౝ యై

ୈ

(26)

ై

The dimensionless inverse viscosity is given as:

 ൌ  ቀ

య


ଵȀସ

ቁ

(27)

From the various viscosities considered, the property numbers are given as follows:
For
For
For
For

5mPa.s, Mo = 8.7645 ൈ 10-7; Eo = 1139.105; Nf = 6408.267;
100mPa.s, Mo = 1.11353 ൈ 10-5; Eo = 1132.374; Nf = 337.9223;
1000mPa.s, Mo = 1061.426; Eo = 1122.134; Nf = 33.96732;
5000mPa.s, Mo = 644964.7; Eo = 1111.647; Nf = 6.793463;

It will be observed that as viscosity increases, Morton number, Mo increases while the
Eotovos number, Eo decreases which culminates in the decrease of the dimensionless
inverse viscosity. As the dimensionless inverse viscosity decreases, viscous effect
dominates.
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According to [37], viscous effects come into play when the square of dimensionless
inverse viscosity, Nf is less than 3u105. This is given as:

ሺ ሻଶ ൌ 
For
For
For
For

൫మై ൯ୈయ

5mPa.s, ሺ ሻଶ = 41012747;
100mPa.s, ሺ ሻଶ = 114051.4;
1000mPa.s, ሺ ሻଶ = 1152.37;
5000mPa.s, ሺ ሻଶ = 46.09481

ஜమై

 ൏ ͵ ൈ  ͳͲହ

(28)

The 100mPa.s, 1000mPa.s and 5000mPa.s satisfy the condition of ሺ ሻଶ < ͵ ൈ  ͳͲହ which
implies viscous effect dominates.
Reynolds number is inversely proportional to viscosity,   ן
proportional to viscous forces.
i.e.  ൌ 

ଵ
ஜ

and also inversely

୍୬ୣ୰୲୧ୟ୪୭୰ୡୣୱ

(29)

୧ୱୡ୭୳ୱ୭୰ୡୣୱ

So, as viscosity increases, the Reynolds number decreases, hence viscous forces
dominate. This can be seen from the Reynolds number values of 5, 100, 1000 and
5000mPa.s silicone oil at a superficial gas velocity of 0.02m/s, which are 183, 9.65, 0.97
and 0.194 respectively. As Reynolds number increases, viscous effect will be negligible
while as Reynolds number decreases, viscous effect becomes dominant. So, viscous
effect increases with decrease in Reynolds number. The drag coefficient, a dimensionless
quantity used to quantify the drag or resistance of an object in a fluid environment is
inversely proportional to the Reynolds number given as:
ଶସ

ୈ ൌ  ୖୣ

(30)

So, as the Reynolds number decreases, the drag coefficient increases due to viscous
effect.
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0,4
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Figure 15: Drag Coefficient versus Superficial gas velocity
From the plot of Drag Coefficient versus the superficial gas velocity for different
viscosities of 5, 100, 1000 and 5000mPa.s silicone oil, as viscosity increases, the drag
coefficient increases which implies that the motion of the bubble through the liquid is
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hindered leading to a decrease in the structure velocity. Also, from Stokes law, drag
force is given as:
(31)
ୈ ൌ ͵ɎɊ
This is based on the fact that the flow is laminar.
Introducing equation (14) into (15) gives:
ୈ

ൌ

ଶஜమ

(32)

େీ 

From equation (15), the drag force is directly proportional to viscosity, ୈ ȽɊ which
implies that as viscosity increases, drag force otherwise called fluid resistance increases.
This is confirmed by the plot shown below:
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0,3

0,4

Superficial gas velocity, m/s
Figure 16: Drag force versus Superficial gas velocity
The figure (16) above shows that as viscosity increases, there is a linear increase in drag
force. This increase in viscosity constitutes a viscous effect. The drag force opposes the
motion of the bubbles through the liquid acting parallel to the direction of relative motion,
making them to proceed at a much slower rate. Hence, the decrease in the structure
velocity with increase in viscosity.
From the linear expressions obtained from the structure velocity plots, we have:
For
For
For
For

5 mPa.s, ୋ ൌ ͳǤͲ͵ୱ  ͲǤͶͺͻͻ
100 mPa.s, ୋ ൌ ͳǤͳͺʹͷୱ  ͲǤͶͺͻ͵
1000 mPa.s, ୋ ൌ ͳǤ͵ʹʹͺୱ  ͲǤʹ͵Ͳ
5000 mPa.s, ୋ ൌ ͳǤͳͳͺୱ  ͲǤͳʹͷͶ

(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)

This implies that as viscosity increases, the distribution coefficient increases (from
1.0763 to 1.6118) while the drift velocity decreases (from 0.4899 to 0.1254 m/s).

Effect of viscosity on Slug frequency
The Slug frequency, f is given as:

 ൌ

ొ


Where  is the structure velocity, and ୗ , the length of slug unit.
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It is the number of slugs passing through the column cross-section over a certain period
of time. It is obtained through statistical analysis using the power spectral density (PSD)
technique. This involves the computation of the Fourier Transform of the auto correlation
sequence of the time series from either plane. As the gas superficial velocity increases,
slug frequency increases. This is in agreement with [1]. The bubble frequencies for both
5 and 100 mPa.s were quite close most especially at a gas superficial velocity of 0.17 to
0.361 m/s. This range indicates a developing slug and the number of slugs at this region
are the same. With an increase of viscosity from 5 to 5000 mPa.s, slug frequency can be
observed to decrease. This is accounted for by the dominating effect of viscous forces
over inertia forces. This constitutes the viscous effect which leads to an increase in drag
force and a subsequent decrease in the bubble rise velocity, with the length of slug unit
increasing due to coalescence, hence a decrease in bubble frequency as liquid viscosity
increases. This is contrary to what was proposed by [15]. This is probably due to the use
of horizontal pipe. The length of slug unit increases with an increase in viscosity which
reduces the amount of bubbles captured within the sensor’s cross-section over a period
of time (bubble frequency).
3
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Figure 17: Variation of Frequency with superficial gas velocity
at various viscosities

CONCLUSIONS
The effect of viscosity on slug flow has been studied and analyzed using Electrical
Capacitance Tomography instrumentation and the high speed video camera. From the
results of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:
Conclusion for the effect of viscosity on slug flow
The effect of viscosity on slug flow has been studied and analyzed using Electrical
Capacitance Tomography and high speed video camera. From the results of this study,
the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The length of Taylor bubble increases whilst the length of the liquid slug
decreases as viscosity increases. This is due to the viscous controlling regime
which subsequently leads to coalescence.
(2) The void fraction in Taylor bubbles and liquid slug decreases as viscosity
increases. This is majorly due to coalescence, in which for the latter, entrained
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big bubbles in the liquid slug merge with the succeeding Taylor bubbles. The
decrease in void fraction in Taylor bubbles as viscosity increases could also be
attributed to the domineering effect of viscous force over the surface tension
force.
(3) Liquid film thickness increases as viscosity increases due to the effect of
interfacial and wall shear forces.
(4) Slug frequency and structure velocity were found to decrease with increases in
viscosity due to the dominating effect of viscous forces over inertia forces with an
increase in drag force.
(5) The pressure gradient associated with the slug increases as viscosity increases.
This is majorly due to an increase in slug cross-sectional area and the increase in
frictional and gravitational forces impacting on the slug.
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NOMENCLATURE
ߝ = Mean void fraction, dimensionless
LTB = Length of Taylor bubble, m
LLS = Length of Liquid Slug, m
LSU = Length of Slug unit, m
HTB = Void fraction of the Taylor bubble
HLS = Void fraction of the liquid slug
UTB = Velocity of Taylor bubble, m/s
f = frequency of bubbles, Hz
Ɋ = liquid viscosity, kg/m.s
D = Column diameter, m
 = Film thickness, m
݀ = orifice diameter, m
ߪ = surface tension (N/m)
ɏ = liquid density, kg/m3
g = acceleration due to gravity, m/s2
Q = gas flow rate, m3/s
ௗ
= overall pressure gradient, Pa/m
ௗ௭
ௗ

ቀ ቁ = gravitational pressure gradient, Pa/m
ௗ௭ 
ௗ

ቀ ቁ = frictional pressure gradient, Pa/m
ௗ௭ 
ௗ

ቀ ቁ = acceleration pressure gradient, Pa/m
ௗ௭ 

ߚ = ratio of length of Taylor bubble to slug unit, dimensionless
ௗ
ቀ ቁ = frictional pressure gradient in the liquid slug, Pa/m
ௗ௭ ௦
ௗ

ቀ ቁ = frictional pressure gradient in the Taylor bubble, Pa/m
ௗ௭ 

ܷ = mixture velocity, m/s
ܷௌீ = superficial gas velocity, m/s
ܷௌ = superficial liquid velocity, m/s
ߣ = friction factor, dimensionless
Re = Reynolds number, dimensionless
ܧ = Eotovos number, dimensionless
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Fr = Froude’s number, dimensionless
ܯ = Morton number, dimensionless
ܰ = Inverse dimensionless viscosity, dimensionless
ߩீ = gas density at a reference pressure, Pr
D = acceleration correction factor, dimensionless
ܸ = drift velocity, m/s2
ܥ = distribution coefficient, dimensionless
ߩீ = gas density, kg/m3
ܥ = drag coefficient, dimensionless
ܨ = drag force, N
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